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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9857846A1] An irrigation type oil skimmer and a method for skimming oil are disclosed. The skimmer includes a lower hull (100) capable
of floating and submerging, and capable of discharging sea water through an opening while thickening accumulated oil layer. An oil drawing means
(200) having shape of a water wheel is installed on the deck of the lower hull (100), for retrieving the oil layer on the sea surface toward a central
tank (110) when the lower hull (100) is submerged. A main floater (300) provides a floating force to the deck, and has a guide path (310) partly
communicating with the central tank (110). An oil separating/extracting means (400) has a shaft (411) at a level higher than that shaft (211) of the
water wheel of the oil drawing means (200), for separating the upper oil layer of the central tank (110) to send the oil through the guide path into
an oil collecting tank (600). The method for skimming oils includes the step of moving the oil layer at the sea level along with the sea water toward
a central tank having a certain space (first step). At a second step, the sea water is made to sink and the oil to float with help of the floating force,
thickening the oil layer. At a third step, only the surface oil is sent to the water wheel to further separate the oils from the residual sea water. Thus
when the skimmer moves toward the emergency site of an oil spill, the lower hull is lifted, effectively increasing the skimmer mobilization speed.
When the skimmer arrives at the site, it is submerged to recover the oil layer into the skimmer; therefore, facilitating overall oil recovery process.
Further, the presence of the main floater makes it possible to carry out an oil recovering operation at all weather conditions.
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